Being the son of Courtland’s isn’t hard, when you your son is Lord Trenchard

But we’re much the best to effect our arrest
Says the great white chief, Lord Trenchard.
So here’s to the health of the new PC.,
And death to the thief and strangler!
He’ll be proud to think, when he’s put in the clink
He was caught by the senior Wrangler

First World War aeroplane

Pictures taken from the Points West news on
28.3.18 regarding the RAF ‘s100th birthday,
and it was Lord Trenchard who made it happen, he lived here, (then Courtlands) and
Ally Vowels broadcasts from our
grounds- Fame at last!!!
Points West feature on Lord Trenchard 28.3.18
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Me Dylan, your not
Me Tarzan, you Jane

Jane , Martin!!

Kirstin with nan Jean, and mum

John and Maxine,
waiting for the sun to
come out

Kelvin, taking a break
from having a break!!

Homes under the hammer? Michael knocking out a
doorway to the garage which will be an additional
room, and then sets about the garden,
Alan Titchmarsh, watch out

I UNDERSTAND?

Saturday July 21st 2-5pm
Is this the Trenchard family? This picture
was found in a drawer when we first bought
the house in 1999, It shows a family sat in
the garden with workers to the left and a
man holding the horse and buggy on the
right, in the days before cars, the
Wellingtonia tree on the left still stands

If only you heard what I said,
Or maybe you should have said what I heard
It would be good If the communicator could
Be what a two-way process should
messages then, would be understood
It would be good to specify
Indeed, even verify
In simple words
which is not absurd
In order to clarify

What I don’t understand
That when I hear the demand
of someone making an insistent command,
making a stand –
if only they were able to listen
so the points they made weren’t missin’
we could carry out our mission as planned

Alex with baby sister Lianna

Nan, Alex, Brother
Grandad and Mum

And I never meant to cause you trouble
And I never meant to do you wrong
And ah well if I ever caused you trouble
Oh no I never meant to do you harm

Alex
the
Rugby
Player

Oh no I see
A spider web and it's me
in the middle
So I twist and turn
Here am I in my little bubble
Alex's Favourite lines from Trouble….

ED, FAY and ALEX

Dad

ALEX

ED

Lianna
YAN and Fay
Ed, Alex and mum

Alex at
Meadow Court

New Client Bio – Jade
1 - I have four brothers
2 - I have no interest in sports
3 - I have no pets
4 – I like chick nuggets, sausages, chips and pizza
5 - I was born in Birmingham
6— I am 22 years old
8 – My favourite singer is Brittany Spears
9 – I enjoy colouring
10– I like meeting my mum regularly

New Client Bio – Sammy Jo
1.

My favourite singer/group is Knickelback

2 - I Like to be called Sammy
3 - I have 2 brothers and one sister
4 – I do not drive
5 - I Like watching documentaries
6— My favourite film is The Green Mile
8 – In my spare time I like to read books and listen to music
9 – My favourite food is Chilli con Carnie
10– My hobbies are fishing, socialising, Reading, days out
South West England: climate
The counties included in this area are Cornwall, Devon and Somerset together with the four
administrative areas around Bristol (formerly Avon) and the Isles of Scilly. South-west England is one of the more exposed areas of the UK, with wind speeds on average only greater in
western Scotland. The strongest winds are associated with the passage of deep depressions
close to or across the British Isles. The frequency and strength of depressions is greatest in
the winter half of the year and this is when mean speeds and gusts are strongest. The graph
shows a typical variation of the monthly mean speed and highest gust.

